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!! Special Offers Available for Stays March–April 2024 !!    			  Escape to the enchanting Lapland wilderness and witness the Aurora Borealis at Northern Lights Village. 🌌✨
 🏡 Stay & Dine Promotion: Enjoy every 3rd night FREE when you choose our Stay & Dine rate. Savor Lappish and International delicacies at our cosy restaurant while immersing yourself in the serene surroundings. 🍽️🌲
 🔥 Additional 15% Discount on Packages: We’re adding an extra 15% discount on our already discounted packages! Whether you’re seeking adventure or relaxation, our exquisite resorts have something magical in store for you. 🌄❄️
 📅 Hurry! This offer is exclusively valid for new bookings, with dates of stay between today and April 20th, 2024. Don’t miss out on this Arctic experience of a lifetime! Book now and let the magic unfold. 🌟🌠
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    Aurora Cabins
 
  The Aurora Cabins at the Northern Lights Village are a magical way to experience the wintry star-filled sky and the Northern Lights, while lying comfortably in the warm bed. The laser-heated glass-roof opens up into the northern sky, directly above the bed.
 
   Read more     
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  Glass roof
  At midnight, a white arctic fox dashes up the fells, trailing its tail through the snow shooting flickers into the sky. The aurora borealis burst into flame over Lapland. Only the glass roof separates you and your warm bed from the cold, flaming sky.
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 For northern lights viewing
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  Aurora Hunting  Maximise your chances of viewing the Northern Lights, on our expertly guided expeditions through the wilderness of Northern Lapland.
 
  Read more     
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  Huskies  "Sixteen ice-blue and chestnut-brown eyes shine with excitement as the eight wolf-gray huskies eagerly await to run over the fells."
 
  Read more     
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  Snowmobile  “Join us on a ride through the snowy forest and a thrilling chase up the fells of Levi.”
 
  Read more     
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  Reindeer  “The god of the wind directed not only the winds, but also the movements of reindeer, as reindeer always head against the wind.”
 
  Read more     
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  Santa Claus  "A playful search for the man himself in the unique surroundings of Northern Lights Village".
 
  Read more     
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  Snow Sports  Skiing Lessons & Snowshoeing
 
  Read more     
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  Cultural  Learn more about the indigenous Sámi people and life in Lapland

 
  explore     
 
   
      Buffet & À La Carte Restaurant Eat & Drink
 
   Check out the restaurant     
 
  Our restaurant is situated in the main building of the Northern Lights Village resort, surrounded by the calm and beautiful wilderness of Levi. Whether you're an overnight guest or just passing by, come and enjoy Lappish and International delicacies!
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    from 2 050€ /person/stay 
  [P1] Best of Lapland in 6 Action-Packed Days - 5–Night Package 
 	  5  nights 

   see more  
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    from 500€ /person/stay 
  [P2] Northern Lights Above Levi - 2–Night Package 
 	  2  nights 

   see more  
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    from 1 165€ /person/stay 
  [P3] Searching for the Northern Lights - 3–Night Package 
 	  3  nights 

   see more  
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    from 1 225€ /person/stay 
  [P4] Romantic Aurora Escape - 3–Night Package 
 	  3  nights 

   see more  
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    from 1 140€ /person/stay 
  [P5] Nordic Family Adventure - 5–Night Package 
 	  5  nights 

   see more  
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   See all offers     
 
 
       Social media
 
  Check out the latest @northernlightsvillage
 
  	     Facebook  
	     TripAdvisor  
	     Instagram  
	     YouTube  
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  Locations   Saariselkä   Levi   Pyhä  
    +358 164 691 200 
  sales@northernlightsvillage.com    Northern Lights Village Levi  Muoniontie 1554 | 99130 Sirkka
 Finland   
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	  Contact  
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Opening Hours
  Right Now
 Reception 24/7

Breakfast 7.30am–10am

Lunch 12pm–3pm

Dinner 6pm–8pm

Bar 9am–1.30am
 
 
  
Contact
  +358 164 691 200
 sales@northernlightsvillage.com
 Muoniontie 1554

99130 Sirkka

Finland
 
 
  Follow us 	   Facebook  
	   TripAdvisor  
	   Instagram  
	   YouTube  

 
  Careers   Work with us!  
 
 
 
 
  
     Why visit in the Spring? 
In Finnish, we call the Lappish Spring ‘Kevättalvi’. There’s a beautiful balance between all the Winter perks, milder temperatures and more hours of daylight. Ideal for those looking to get the most out of the snow!        
  check also:    Summer    Autumn    Winter  
 
 
     Why visit in the Summer? 
Escape the heatwaves of regions closer to the equator, with temperatures rarely exceeding 20°C. Enjoy the quiet, peaceful and pristine nature of Lapland!        
  check also:    Spring    Autumn    Winter  
 
 
     Why visit in the Autumn? 
Temperatures are mild, there’s less crowd and nights are very dark which allows for amazing Northern Lights viewings. Plus: Enjoy Aurora Square! You’ll be able to see breathtaking Northern Lights reflections on unfrozen rivers and lakes.        
  check also:    Spring    Summer    Winter  
 
 
     Why visit in the Winter? 
Sub-zero temperatures ensure there’s plenty of snow and outdoor fun for the whole family! The sun is only up for a few hours, making the Winter a great time to view Northern Lights. Cold nights tend to have a clear sky, with green, purple and red shades of the Aurora Borealis!        
  check also:    Spring    Summer    Autumn  
 
 
 
              
In order to provide services at the highest level, the Service uses cookies stored in the browser's memory. Detailed information about the purpose of their use, including processing of user activity data and advertising personalization, as well as the possibility to change cookie settings, can be found in the Privacy Policy.
By clicking ACCEPT ALL, you consent to the use of technologies such as cookies and to the processing by Northern Lights Village Levi Oy, Rovaniementie 3222E, 99830 , Saariselkä , of your personal data collected on the Internet, such as IP addresses and cookie identifiers, for analytical and marketing purposes (including automated ad targeting, measuring their effectiveness, and processing user data for analytical purposes). You can change cookie settings and detailed consent preferences in the settings.            
 
    Cookies settings   Reject   Accept all   
 
 
     
 
          
Manage privacy settings                        
       
  Essential cookies Cookies necessary for the operation of services available on the website, enabling browsing offers or making reservations, supporting security mechanisms, including user authentication and abuse detection. These files are required for the proper functioning of the website. They do not require your consent.
 
 
       
  Analytical cookies Cookies allowing the collection of information about the user's use of the website in order to optimize its functioning and adapt it to user expectations. By consenting to these cookies, you agree to the processing of data regarding your activity on the site for analytical purposes.
 
 
       
  Marketing cookies Cookies enabling the display of marketing content tailored to the user's preferences and directing marketing offers to them corresponding to their interests, including information about user activity, products, and services of the site administrator and third parties. Consent to these cookies means that your data may be used for advertising personalization and analysis of the effectiveness of our advertising campaigns.
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